CHINESE LANGUAGE COURSE SEQUENCE
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Any of the 400 level topic courses:
LC 416 Chinese through Literary Masterpieces
LC 420 Topics in Chinese through Media
LC 486 Workshop on Translating and Interpreting Chinese

LC 412
4th Year Modern Chinese 2
(Study Abroad Only)

Any of 300 level topic courses:
LC 313 Chinese through Theater and Performance
LC 317 Chinese in Modern Society
LC 319 Chinese in Intercultural Communication
LC 322 Chinese for Professional Purposes

LC 411
4th Year Modern Chinese 1
(Study Abroad Only)

LC 320
Topics in Classical Chinese

LC 412
3rd Year Modern Chinese 2
(Study Abroad Only)

LC 315
Classical Chinese

LC 311
3rd Year Modern Chinese 1

Any of 300 level topic courses:
LC 313 Chinese through Theater and Performance
LC 317 Chinese in Modern Society
LC 319 Chinese in Intercultural Communication
LC 322 Chinese for Professional Purposes

LC 312
3rd Year Modern Chinese 2
(Study Abroad Only)

LC 314
Classical Chinese 1 for the students of East Asia

LC 311
3rd Year Modern Chinese 1

Any of the 400 level topic courses:
LC 416 Chinese through Literary Masterpieces
LC 420 Topics in Chinese through Media
LC 486 Workshop on Translating and Interpreting Chinese

LC 412
4th Year Modern Chinese 2
(Study Abroad Only)

LC 312
3rd Year Modern Chinese 2
(Study Abroad Only)

Any of 300 level topic courses:
LC 313 Chinese through Theater and Performance
LC 317 Chinese in Modern Society
LC 319 Chinese in Intercultural Communication
LC 322 Chinese for Professional Purposes

LC 315
Classical Chinese

LC 311
3rd Year Modern Chinese 1

Any of 300 level topic courses:
LC 313 Chinese through Theater and Performance
LC 317 Chinese in Modern Society
LC 319 Chinese in Intercultural Communication
LC 322 Chinese for Professional Purposes

LC 312
3rd Year Modern Chinese 2
(Study Abroad Only)

LC 314
Classical Chinese 1 for the students of East Asia

LC 211
3rd Semester Chinese

LC 212
4th Semester Chinese

LC 216
Chinese Reading & Writing 2

LC 216
Chinese Reading & Writing 2

Regular Track

LC 211
3rd Semester Chinese

LC 112
2nd Semester Chinese

LC 111
1st Semester Chinese

Heritage Track

LC 116
Chinese Reading & Writing 1